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NEW QUESTION: 1
HOTSPOT

Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Scenario:
There are two call control systems in this item.
The Cisco UCM is controlling the DX650, the Cisco Jabber for
Windows Client, and the 9971 Video IP Phone.
The Cisco VCS and TMS control the Cisco TelePresence MCU, and
the Cisco Jabber TelePresence for Windows.
DP:
Locations:
CSS:
SRST:
SRST-BR2-Config:
BR2 Config:
SRSTPSTNCall:
After adding SRST functionality the SRST does not work. After
reviewing the exhibits, which of the following reasons could be
causing this failure?
A. The router does not support SRST.
B. Device Pool cannot be default.
C. The Cisco UCM is pointing to the wrong IPv4 address of the
BR router.
D. The SRST enabled router is not configured correctly.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
SPC Charts are used extensively in different business and
decision-making environments. In this example a vendor is being
selected based on speed of delivery. Which of the conclusions
would help you pick a vendor for your needs regarding lead-time
of delivery from your vendors? (Note: There are 4 correct
answers).
A. Vendor A with a much shorter lead time in delivery
B. Vendor B since Vendor A shows a situation out of control as
shown in red
C. Vendor B since the Control Limits are much narrower than
Vendor A
D. Vendor B as it has a better consistency (lower variance) on
lead time
E. Vendor B has higher lead time, but a process with much
narrower Control Limits
Answer: B,C,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
You can use predefined alerts to notify managers about issues
on the worksheet that need their attention.
Which four predefined alerts are available?
A. Salary changed in HR
B. Job changed in HR
C. Worker is on long-term leave
D. Worker was terminated
E. Grade changed in HR
F. Allocation outside target range
Answer: C,D,E,F
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